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Abstract
Blockchain is a key technology to realize decentralized trust management. In recent studies,
sharding-basedblockchainmodels are proposed and applied to the resource-constrained Inter-
net of Things (IoT) scenario, and machine learning-based models are presented to improve
the query efficiency of the sharding-based blockchains by classifying hot data and storing
them locally. However, in some scenarios, these presented blockchain models cannot be
deployed because the block features used as input in the learning method are privacy. In
this paper, we propose an efficient privacy-preserving blockchain storage method for the IoT
environment. The new method classifies hot blocks based on the federated extreme learn-
ing machine method and saves the hot blocks through one of the sharded blockchain models
called ElasticChain. The features of hot blocks will not be read by other nodes in this method,
and user privacy is effectively protected. Meanwhile, hot blocks are saved locally, and data
query speed is improved. Furthermore, in order to comprehensively evaluate a hot block, five
features of hot blocks are defined, including objective feature, historical popularity, poten-
tial popularity, storage requirements and training value. Finally, the experimental results on
synthetic data demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed blockchain storage
model.

Keywords Blockchain · Federated learning · Extreme learning machine ·
Privacy protection · Edge nodes

1 Introduction

Internet of things (IoT) [1] and Blockchain [2] can be merged for better results which leads
us to one level up in many fields, such as agriculture [3], supply chain [4] and healthcare [5].
In these different fields, by using IoT technology, the process of collecting data is accurate
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and complete, and blockchain technology ensures that the storage of the collected data is
decentralized and tamper-resistant.

Therefore, in recent years, many studies [6–10] have been conducted to improve the
performance of blockchain systems in IoT scenarios from various aspects, such as improv-
ing storage scalability and query efficiency. One of the studies proposed a storage scalable
blockchain model, called ElasticChain [6], in which full nodes store partial data fragments
of a complete blockchain based on a duplicate ratio regulation algorithm.

Based on the research [6], in order to ensure the security of fragmented data, [7] presented
a comprehensive evaluation method of node reliability based on Extreme learning machine
(ELM) to distribute fragmented data to reliable nodes. Meanwhile, for the sake of efficient
queries, [8] proposed an optimal data distribution scheme based on ELM to distinguish
the hot blocks for storage. ELM [11] is a machine learning method with high training and
classification performance. Some private data of user nodes, such as transaction records, read
records and node performance information, are read by the ELM classifiers as features to
distinguish reliable nodes.

Nodes where ELM classifiers are deployed are generally not user nodes, which leads to
the security risk of user privacy data being stolen. For example, a node with permission to
read user private data can launch a reconstruction attack [12] to reuse user data or launch
an attribute-inference attack [13] to know the real identity of the data owner. These security
risks will seriously harm the interests of users, especially during the current boom of web
3.0 [14]. Currently, many countries have attached great importance to privacy protection. For
example, the European Union implemented the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
[15] in 2018, and the California consumer privacy Act (CCPA) [16] came into effect in 2020.
Therefore, it is of great significance to realize the privacy protection of blockchain user data
in the IoT environment under the premise of data security and efficient query.

Scenario. In some practical scenarios, such as the Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) and
wise medical, the patient’s treatment information or vital-sign data are highly sensitive, and
these data cannot be shared with other people or medical institutions. In these scenarios, if the
privacy of user data cannot be protected, efficient blockchain systems such as [7, 8] cannot
be applied.

Based on the current methods, the above privacy protection problems in the blockchain
systems [7, 8] cannot be well solved. In order to achieve privacy protection, the current
methods that can be used are to delete the sensitive data for evaluating the reliability of nodes
or discard the sensitive data in the features of evaluating hot nodes. These methods will
significantly degrade the performance of blockchain models. Therefore, this paper proposes
a blockchain storage method based on federated learning to achieve fast query under the
premise of protecting data privacy in the Internet of Things environment.

This paper first introduces the architecture of this new model and designs a federated
extreme learning machine-based hot block storage strategy to achieve fast query and data
privacy protection. The proposed architecture applies to the resource-constrained environ-
ment, where the nodes store only part of blocks. In the model, blocks are divided into hot
blocks and non-hot blocks for a node according to the block features, and the hot blocks
will be saved in this node locally. When the query is initiated, the query will probably be
performed locally without querying other nodes, thus improving the query efficiency. Mean-
while, the federated ELM-based hot block storage strategy ensures that private feature data
will not be read by other nodes during training. Then, in order to comprehensively evaluate a
hot block, this paper defines five features of hot blocks: objective feature of blocks, historical
popularity of blocks, potential popularity of blocks, storage requirements and training value.
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Furthermore, an incentive mechanism is designed in this paper to motivate nodes to actively
participate in the proposed model and provide valuable data.

In summary, the contributions of this paper include the following:

• We propose a hot block storage model for sharded blockchain systems to achieve fast
query and data privacy protection.

• We design a comprehensive and objective evaluation method to classify the hot blocks
for blockchain nodes.

• We conduct a set of experiments to demonstrate the accuracy of the hot block storage
model and the query efficiency of the blockchain system using the storage model based
on synthetic data.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related works before
Section 3 provides relevant background. Section 4 describes our approach in detail, and
Section 5 reports experimental evaluation. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.

2 Related work

2.1 Blockchain-enabled internet of things

An architecture of blockchain-empowered edge intelligence for IoMT is presented [17] to
offer solutions for COVID-19, such as monitoring and tracing the pandemic origin, traceable
supply chain of vaccines and remote healthcare services. A new privacy-preserved threat
intelligence framework (P2TIF) is introduced [18] to protect confidential information and
to identify cyber-threats in the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) environments. A scalable
blockchain module is adopted to ensure secure communication of IIoT data and prevents data
poisoning attacks. A Privacy-Preserving and Secure Framework (PPSF) is proposed for IoT-
driven smart cities [19].Ablockchainmodule is used in a two-level privacy scheme to securely
transmit the IoT data and the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) technique is applied to
transform raw IoT information into a new shape. An optimal smart contract [20] is designed
for autonomous greenhouse environment based on IoT blockchain network in agriculture.
There are three steps to provide optimal greenhouse environment: prediction, optimization,
and finally controlling. Thus, it can be seen that the research of blockchain technology has
been widely used in many fields such as IoMT, IIoT, smart cities and agricultural IoT, etc.

2.2 Privacy protection in IoT

A secure fingerprint authentication system [21] is proposed to protect user privacy for authen-
tication on IoT devices. A weight-based fusion mechanism and a linear convolution-based
transformation are used to increase security and protection. A Federated Edge Aggregator
(FEA) framework with differential privacy is introduced [22] for safeguarding healthcare
industry using IoT systems. An iteration-based converged Convolutional Neural Network
model is developed to perform edge intelligence to balance FL’s privacy preservation. Amod-
ified ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) schemewith a constant length of
ciphertext is presented [23] to reduce computation overhead in the encryption and decryption
phases. In this scheme, chameleon hash and bloom filters are adopted to prevent authorized
users from leaking data and protect the privacy of data owners. A blockchain-based privacy
protection scheme is designed [24] for IoT-assisted educational big data management. The
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full system is implemented, including the components of collecting and storing the educa-
tional data and maintaining a role-based access control on educational data.

Thus, it can be seen that technologies such as fingerprint authentication, federated learn-
ing, encryption algorithms and blockchain are applied to achieve privacy protection in IoT.
However, the problem of data privacy protection in IoT scalable blockchain still exists, and
an efficient solution is proposed based on existing methods.

2.3 The combination of federated learning and blockchain

A reliable federated learning system, called Refiner [25], is proposed for tackling the chal-
lenges introduced by massive engagements of self-interested and malicious participants.
In Refiner, an incentive mechanism is built to engage self-interested participants based on
Ethereum.Ablockchain-based federated learning application trading platform called FLeX is
introduced [26]. In FLeX, FL algorithms and trading mechanisms are deployed in smart con-
tracts of the blockchain to ensure data security. A blockchain-based asynchronous federated
learning (BAFL) framework is designed [27] to ensure the security and efficiency required
by FL. The asynchronous learning speeds up global aggregation, and blockchain ensures
that the model data cannot be tampered with. A secure sharing method of Marine Internet
of Things (MIoT) data is presented [28] under an edge computing framework. Federated
learning is used to ensure the privacy of nodes and the blockchain serves as a decentralized
way, which stores federated learning workers to achieve non-tampering and security.

Thus, it can be seen that many studies combine blockchain and federated learning to
ensure data security and data privacy. However, most of the studies are based on federated
learning models and use blockchain technology to ensure the data security of the model or
incentivize node participation. This paper is based on the blockchain system, using federated
learning technology to achieve data privacy protection in the blockchain system.

3 Preliminaries

3.1 IoT-enabled storage scalable models for blockchain

ElasticChain [6] is a storage scalable blockchain model, which can be deployed to edge
nodes in IoT. The main structure of ElasticChain is shown in Figure 1. There are three roles
in ElasticChain: user node, storage node and verification node. User nodes are the owner
of the data. The transactions are produced between user nodes. Storage nodes are used to
save the fragmented blockchain data, and the verification nodes are responsible for finding
reliable storage nodes according to the node reliability verification method.

The process of node reliability verificationmethod is shown as Step1-3 in Figure 1. Firstly,
verification nodes detect the reliability of data in storage nodes at the same period of time,
and store the reliability value of storage nodes in the POR (Proofs of Reliability) chain. Then,
the reliable storage nodes are singled out to store blockchain data.

However, one of the shortcomings in ElasticChain is that the features of evaluating node
reliability are incomplete.Datamaybe stored in unreliable nodes resulting in reduced security.
To solve this shortcoming, [7] defines five new evaluation indicators to distinguish reliable
nodes. The indicators are the security, trustworthiness, activeness, stability and communica-
tion costs of storage nodes. Meanwhile, the ELM classifier is used to improve classification
efficiency.
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Figure 1 The structure of ElasticChain

The data processing process of [7] is shown in Figure 2. First, verification nodes read
the indicators from user node and storage node. Then, the classifier is trained based on the
indicators. After training, the new model is updated and used to select reliable storage nodes.

The other shortcoming of ElasticChain is that reliable nodes store non-hot data, which
reduces query efficiency. To solve this shortcoming, [8] proposes a new ELM-based method
to distinguish hot blocks according to five aspects: the objective evaluation of the block, the
objective evaluation of the block related to the node, the historical popularity of the block
being used by the node, the hidden popularity of the block and the storage requirements of
the block. The data processing process of [8] is similar to that of Figure 2. The data read by
the verification nodes is the evaluation indicator of the hot block.

3.2 The theory of federated extreme learningmachine system (Fed-ELMS)

ELM [29] is originally developed for single hidden-layer feedforward neural networks
(SLFNs) and can achieve better generalization performance than other conventional learning
algorithms at an extremely fast learning speed [30]. Therefore, ELM is selected as the clas-
sification method in this paper. Moreover, to meet the demand for privacy-preservfederated
learning scenarios, a federated extreme learning machine system (Fed-ELMS) is proposed
in [31]. Fed-ELMS can achieve comparable performance with only 3.3% accuracy loss com-
pared to a centralized ELM.

Fed-ELMS can be divided into two parts, centralized ELM server and local ELM on edge
devices [31]. In centralized ELM serve, Max(�C × K �, 1) clients are selected first. K is the
number of clients, C is the fraction of chosen client. The selected edge device will receive
the output weight β and meta weight P of the global ELM model. Each edge device will
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Figure 2 The structure of optimized model based on ElasticChainlabel

send the updated output weights, meta weights and the number of data used in each selected
edge device to the global server. β and P are updated as the following formula.

β ←
Max(�C×K �,1)∑

k=1

Nk
∑Max(�C×K �,1)

k=1 Nk

βk (1)

P ←
Max(�C×K �,1)∑

k=1

Nk
∑Max(�C×K �,1)

k=1 Nk

Pk (2)

Here,←denotes a sequential, or non-concurrent assignment.βk and Pk are outputweights
and meta weights from the kth edge device.

In the part of local edge devices, devices receive parameters β and P from the central
server and then update their local OS-ELMmodel. The parameters βk and Pk in edge devices
are updated as the following formula.

βk = β + PkHT (T − Hβ) (3)

Pk = P − PHT (I + HPHT )−1HP (4)

Here, H is the hidden layer output matrix of the existing data (Xk = {(xi , tI )}Nk

i=1). T is
the matrix form of all the target vectors ti . After updating the local ELM, the edge devices
will upload the updated parameters βk , Pk , and Nk to the centralized server to be used in
updating the global model.
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4 Federated learning-based blockchain storagemodel

In this section, we first describe the architecture of the federated learning-based (FL-based)
blockchain storage model. Then we introduce the features used to classify reliable nodes
and hot blocks. After that, the algorithm of data distribution process and node incentive
mechanism are proposed.

4.1 Architecture

In order to realize that the blockchain system can not only accurately classify hot blocks
for storage through machine learning methods, but also ensure that the private data of each
storage node will not be read by other nodes during training, federated learning method is
adopted in this paper. Figure 3 shows the architecture of the FL-based blockchain storage
model.

Nodes in the new model still have 3 roles: user node, storage node and verification node.
The user nodes are the producer of the blockchain data. The generated data fragments are
stored in the storage nodes. The verification nodes detect the reliability of the storage nodes
in real time and return the reliability value to the user nodes, so as to realize the fragmented
data of the blockchain is stored in the reliable storage node and ensure data security.

Moreover, in the FL-based blockchain storage model, each storage node locally trains
the hot block classification model and sends the trained gradients to the validation nodes.
After receiving the gradients from the storage nodes, the verification nodes will first verify
the authenticity of the gradients. Then, based on the new gradients, an accurate model is
aggregated and sent to each storage node. The storage nodes will classify the non-hot blocks
according to the newly received classification model and delete the non-hot blocks when
their storage space is insufficient.

Specifically, the storage node reads five pieces of knowledge (transaction contents, histor-
ical query records, remaining space of node, security analysis and feedback of accuracy) of
the local block at a fixed interval. Then, five features of hot blocks are calculated based on the
five pieces of knowledge, which are the objective feature of blocks, historical popularity of
blocks, potential popularity of blocks, storage requirements and training value, respectively.
At the same time, storage nodes record the usage frequency of each block in a fixed interval.
Then, local ELM-based training is performed locally on each storage node to obtain model
gradients in the new time interval. Finally, the new gradient is sent to the validation nodes.

The verification nodes first verify the authenticity of the uploaded gradient after receiving
the gradient information sent by the storage nodes. The gradient verification methods based
on federated learning can be used, such as FLDetector [32]. If the verification result is true, the
correct gradient will be recorded in the POR chain, and a new hot block classification model
will be aggregated according to the centralized ELM method and sent to each storage node.
The new model will be sent to each storage node. If it is verified that the received gradient
data is malicious, such as uploading unreal gradient data to reduce the classification accuracy
of the aggregation model, the malicious behavior of the storage nodes will be recorded in the
POR chain.

The purpose of writing gradient updates to the POR chain is to ensure that each record is
immutable and traceable. This effectively prevents malicious node behavior. Meanwhile,
the incentive mechanism for storage nodes to upload valid gradient data is designed in
Section 4.4. In addition, since the POR chain already exists in the Elasticchain model to
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Figure 3 The architecture of FL-based blockchain storage model

record the reliability value of the storage nodes, writing the gradient update data to the POR
chain will not cause a lot of additional storage overhead.

In the FL-based blockchain storagemodel, the storage nodes effectively protect the privacy
security of their own data because they do not send their private data directly to the verification
nodes. At the same time, the data of each storage node is fully utilized in training, so an
accurate classification model of hot blocks is obtained. As a result, the new model realizes
that the hot blocks are classified and stored locally.Whenquerying data,more local queries are
required instead of initiating query requests to other nodes, which improves query efficiency.

4.2 Feature selection

Five features are chosen to classify the hot blocks.Each selected feature is calculated from
other two to four different features. The dimensionality of the classifier is reduced by sum-
marizing several related features into one feature, which improves the classification speed.
Then, the five features of a hot block are defined below.

Definition 1 (Objective feature of blocks (OF)) The objective feature of a block is fixed
after the block is generated. The value of OF is evaluated in two aspects: the recognized
objective value of the block and the value of the block to the node where it is stored. The
recognized objective value can be evaluated by the number and value of transactions in the
block. When the sum of transaction values contained in the block is large, or there are a great
number of transactions in a block, the objective eigenvalue of the block is large. In addition,
in some cases, although a block has a large recognized objective value, it has little relevance
to a storage node. This storage node may rarely access or reads the contents of this block.
Therefore, it is also necessary to consider the value of a block for the node that stores it.
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When a block contains T transactions and the value of transactions is {V1, V2, ..., VT }, OF
can be expressed as follows:

OF = ωT ×
T∑

i=1

(Vi ) + (1 − ω)(

T∑
i=1

Tbi

T
×

T∑

i=1

Vbi
Vi

) (5)

Here, ω (0 ≤ ω ≤ 1) is the weight of the recognized objective value of the block. The
larger the value of ω, the greater the proportion of the recognized objective value of the block
in OF . Conversely, the greater the weight of the value of the block to the storage node.
Besides, if the initiator or receiver of the i th transaction in the block is the storage node of
this block, Tbi = 1 and Vbi=Vi , otherwise Tbi = 0 and Vbi = 0.

Definition 2 (Historical popularity of blocks (HP)) The historical popularity of a block is
also an important indicator for evaluating a hot block. The value of HP is evaluated by the
total number of times the block is accessed by the storage node and the time of access. The
more times a block is accessed, the greater is the HP value for that block. Meanwhile, if
the time when a block is accessed by the storage node is close to the current time, it means
that the block is the hot data for this node, and its HP value is larger. In order to reduce the
extra cost caused by counting the number of accesses, the fixed time interval S is set. The
total number of times the node reads the block is recorded at a fixed interval time S. Assume
that J time intervals have been generated (S1 to SJ ). In the S j interval (1 ≤ j ≤ J ), the total
number of times the storage node reads the block is N j , and the number of times that other
nodes query the block data from the storage node is No j . HP can be expressed as follows:

HP =
J∑

j=1

(N j + αNo j ) × 1

J − j + 1
(6)

Here, α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) is the weight of the total access times of other nodes. The larger the
value of α, the more important the node’s contribution to the whole system. 1/(J − j + 1)
represents the distance between the time interval and the current time.

Definition 3 (Potential popularity of blocks (PP)) It is not accurate that Block-A is consid-
ered a non-hot block of Node-1 when Block-A does not save the transactions participated
by Node-1 (based on Definition 1) in some cases. The reason is that the data stored in
Block-A may be highly correlated with node Node-1. For example, the participants of
many transactions (Transaction1 − Transactionr ) are Node-1 and Node-2. If the partic-
ipants of all transactions in Block-A are not Node-1 and Transaction1 − Transactionr
are not saved in Block-A, but a large number of transactions involving Node2 are stored
in Block-A, Node-1 will most likely read Block-A to assist other nodes in verifying
Transaction1 − Transactionr . Therefore, Block-A is considered to have high poten-
tial popularity with Node-1. When Block-A contains more transactions related to Node-2
and the transaction value is larger, the potential popularity value of Block-A for Node-1 is
higher. PP can be expressed as follows:

PP =
Y∑

t=1

Vy × (ρ + μ) × 1

Ty
(7)

Here, the target node generates Y transactions. In the yth transaction (1 ≤ y ≤ Y ), the
node that is trading with the target node is Nodey , and the interval between the transaction
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time and the current time is Ty (Ty is an upward integer in hours, with a minimum value of
1). There are T transactions in the target block, and the value of each transaction is Vy . If the
initiator of the t transaction is one node of Node1 − NodeY , ρ = 1, otherwise ρ = 0. If the
receiver of the t transaction is one node of Node1 − NodeY , μ = 1, otherwise μ = 0.

Definition 4 (Storage requirements (SR)) The storage requirement of a block is an important
indicator for nodes to determine whether to save the block. The storage requirements of a
block can be evaluated from three aspects. The first is the security of the block. In blockchain,
the hash value of a new block is calculated based on the hash value of the previous block.
As a result, it is less difficult for an attacker to tamper with the hash of a new block than it
is for an old block. Therefore, according to the security of the block, the new block needs
to be saved with a larger number of copies, while the number of old block copies can be
appropriately reduced. Second, we need to consider the difference between the number of
copies that have been saved in the system and the number of copies that need to be saved. If
the number of copies of a block that has been saved is far less than the required number, the
value of the block storage requirement is large. Third, when the remaining space of the node
is enough, the block can be saved locally.

SR = λ
Bl
Bn

× δ
Sr − Sb

Sr
×

{
(Dn − De) Dn > De

1 Dn ≤ De
(8)

Here, Bl is the number of the block and the first generated block is number 1. Bn is
the number of the latest block. Sb is the storage space required by the block, and Sr is the
remaining storage space in the node. In most cases, Sr ≥ Sb and the value of SR is calculated
according to the above formula. When Sr < SB , the node does not have enough space to
save the block. De is the number of copies of the block that have been saved in the system,
and Dn is the number of copies that the block needs to store.λ is the weight of block security
and δ is the weight of the remaining storage space.

Definition 5 (Training value (T V )) After the block data is locally trained and the model
is updated, other nodes will use the new model to distinguish hot blocks for storage. The
training value can be understood as the benefit of the new model to user nodes. The greater
the benefit, the higher the training value of the block data. In order to encourage nodes to
contribute their data in the federated learning model, the model will evaluate the benefits
brought by nodes to the model and give corresponding rewards. When one node provides
data with a high training value, each node will receive corresponding rewards when other
nodes gain benefits. Therefore, nodes prefer to save blocks with high training values locally.
The blocks with high training values are set with higher heat values. In the federated learning
model, many computational contributions and incentive methods have been proposed, such
as sharing game [33] and reverse auction [34]. The effectiveness of these methods has been
verified and can be used in the training value evaluation of this model.

4.3 FL-based blockchain storagemodel

The hot block storage strategy in the FL-based blockchain storage model is shown in Algo-
rithm 1. First, each storage node in the system records the knowledge of local blocks after a
fixed time interval, including T , Vi , Tbi , Vbi , J , N j , No j , Y , Vy , Ty , Bl , Bn , Sr , Sb, Dn and
De. Then, each storage node sets the parameters (ω, α, ρ,μ, λ and δ) of hot blocks according
to the implementation requirements. Next, according to the knowledge and parameters of
the blocks, the storage nodes calculate the five features of each block(objective feature of
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blocks (OF), historical popularity of blocks (HP), potential popularity of blocks (PP),
storage requirements (SR) and training value (T V )). After that, each storage node reads the
usage frequency of the blocks in the fixed time interval and the local ELM is trained on each
storage node based on the block features and the usage frequency. The model gradient in the
new time interval is obtained and sent to the verification node. After the verification node
receives the new gradient, the authenticity of the new gradient will be verified. If the gradient
is fabricated, the malicious behavior is recorded in the POR chain, and then the information
of the node is masked. If the gradient data is real, the gradient information is written into
the POR chain. Then a new hot block classification model is aggregated according to the
centralized ELM method and sent to each storage node. The storage nodes classify the hot
blocks according to the new model and store them locally.

Algorithm 1 The hot block storage strategy.
Input: records of the blocks usage and feature evaluation parameters;
Output: storage scheme of the block;
1 storage nodes (NS ) record the knowledge of blocks after a fixed time interval;
2 NS set the parameters (ω, α, ρ, μ, λ and δ);
3 NS calculate the features of blocks (OF , HP , PP , SR and T V );
4 NS read the usage frequency of the blocks in the fixed time interval;
5 each NS train the local ELM model based on the block features and the usage

frequency, and the new gradient is obtained;
6 each NS send the new gradient to verification nodes (NV );
7 NV receive the new gradients (G) and verify the authenticity of the gradients;
8 If (G is false)
9 NV record the malicious behavior in the POR chain;
10 the G from the malicious nodes will be masked in the future;
11 Else;
12 G is written into the POR chain;
13 aggregate a new hot block classification model according to the centralized

ELM method;
14 NV send the new model to each NS ;
15 NS classify the hot blocks based on the latest model;
16 NS store hot blocks locally;
17 End If ;

4.4 Incentive mechanism

In the FL-based blockchain storage model, a large number of storage nodes are expected to
maintain the blockchain ledger. However, the storage node occupies its own storage space to
save the block data, and consumes the node performance for local model training. Therefore,
an effective incentive mechanism is necessary to let more storage nodes join the system.

In the model, storage nodes evaluate the performance of the hot block classification model
sent by the verification node every time interval. Compare the results of the classification
model with the actual utilization of the block. Then the evaluation results are returned to the
verification node. If the average performance of classification models from different storage
nodes during this interval is improved compared with the past, the verification node will find
the gradient data used to train this model. Then, the storage nodes that provide these gradient
data will be rewarded.

In terms of rewardmethods, one kind of reward can be virtual currency, such asBitcoin and
Ether. These virtual currencies come from the users of the system. Reasonable charges will
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be accepted by users because the system provides users with a privacy-preserving blockchain
storage platform. After charging a certain fee according to the user’s data storage capacity,
the system will reward the nodes that provide the gradient based on the contribution value
of the gradient data. Another way of reward is that the system gives some storage space to
nodes that provide valid gradient data so that these nodes can store more data in the system.

Through the incentive mechanism, storage nodes will actively participate in the system
and provide their own storage space and node performance for training. Meanwhile, the
storage nodes are encouraged to provide effective local training data, and the useless training
data is reduced.

5 Evaluation

First, Section 5.1 provides the setup of evaluations. Then, Section 5.2 discusses the evaluation
of the FL-based classifier. Finally, Section 5.3 shows the evaluation of the query performance
in ElasticChain.

5.1 Experiment settings

All experiments are set up on a desktop computer with Intel Core i5 CPU and 16GB RAM,
running on Windows 7. The nodes in the FL-based blockchain storage model are all set up
on a VMware workstation with 1GB hard disk space and 300MB RAM, running on ubuntu
16.04.

There are 30 nodes in the experiment and each node has 50 different sets of parameters.
Therefore, there are 1500 sets of feature data, and each set of data is divided into hot block
or non-hot block.

The synthetic data are used as the experimental data set. The controlled variable method
is used to set different parameters for blocks according to the real application situation. For
example, we take the data of Bitcoin system as a reference. The number of transactions in
each block and the transaction value in the block are read [35], and the number of active
addresses when the block is generated is used as an indicator to evaluate the block heat.
The real data is not used as the experimental data set because the existing real data set
cannot meet the requirements of this experiment. Currently, blockchain-based wise medical
systems are applied in some hospitals or medical institutions. However, in order to protect
the privacy of patients, the data has not been published. Meanwhile, we can download some
features of blocks (objective feature of blocks (OF)) in some public blockchain platforms,
such as Ethereum and Bitcoin, but other block features (HP , PP , SR and T V ) can not be
downloaded.

The four feature values (OF , HP , PP and SR) are calculated by the formula (5), (6), (7)
and (8), respectively. In formula (5), the value of OF is greatly affected by Vi , so Vi is set
to a value with a large difference (Vi=[1,500]). Set T=100, ω = 0.5 and Tbi=(0, 1, 0, 1 ...).
Based on formula (6), N j is the main factor affecting HP value, and the range of N j values
is set to [1, 200] and J is set to 100. Then, No j is set to [1, 200] and α = 0.1. In formula
(7), Vy is set to [1, 500]. Y=100 and Ty=1. ρ is set to (0, 1, 0, 1, ...) and μ is set to (1, 0, 1,
0, ...) for each Vy . In formula (8), Bn=100 and Bl is set to [1, 100]. Sr=500 and Sb is set to
[1, 10]. λ=δ=1 and Dn=De. Meanwhile, the training values (T V ) are approximated to ten
integers from 1 to 10.
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Figure 4 The classification results of different models

5.2 Evaluation of the FL-based classifier

In the experiment, the data set is divided into a training set with 1200 groups of features and
a test set with 300 groups of features. To verify that the FL-based blockchain storage model
has high classification performance. We compare our experimental results with existing
ELM based methods, and the Fed-ELMS classifier in the storage model is replaced with
ELM classifier. Then, the two classifiers are trained and tested respectively. The sigmoidal
function is used in these models. The number of hidden layer nodes in the classifiers is 10,
and the chunk size is set to 20.

We experimented on the accuracy, precision, recall and F1-measure of the classification
results.The classification results of the FL-based blockchain storage model and OS-ELM-
based model and the ElasticChain model are shown in Figure 4 when there are 4, 12, 20 and
30 nodes in these models.

We can get the following conclusions from Figure 4. In terms of accuracy, precision,
recall and F1 measure, the FL-based blockchain storage model is smaller than the ELM-
based model, but the gap is small. The reason is that the training based on ELM model is
centralized, and all training data are saved in the local database. In the FL-based blockchain
storage model, the training data is stored in different nodes, and the parameters need to be
transmitted to the centralized ELMserver after local training. Comparedwith the twomodels,
the data features of the FL-based model may not be read completely, and the centrally saved
data features are more comprehensive, so the experimental results of ELM-based model are
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Figure 5 The average query time for one transaction

slightly better. However, it can be seen from the figures that the FL-based model can still be
well trained, but its accuracy is slightly reduced.

The accuracy, precision, recall and F1 measure values of FL-based blockchain storage
model and ELM-based model are much higher than those of ElasticChain model. The reason
is that the feature of the evaluation hot nodes in the ElasticChain model is insufficient. The
reliability of the nodes is only taken into account when storing blocks in the ElasticChain
model. FL-based blockchain storage model and ELM-based model evaluate hot nodes from
five aspects of blocks, and efficient machine learning classification methods are adopted, so
their classification results have obvious advantages.

The four values of accuracy, precision, recall and F1 measure of the FL-based blockchain
storage model show a slight upward trend with the increase of the number of nodes and
gradually become stable. The reason is that when the number of nodes is small, the feature
data of nodes is small, and the training of models is insufficient. When the number of nodes
increases, the number of training data also increases. The test results of the model improve
and gradually stabilize.

5.3 Evaluation of the query performance

Then, the query performance of FL-basedmodel, ELM-basedmodel and ElasticChain model
is tested and compared. The FL-based hot block storage strategy is adopted in FL-based
model, and ELM classifier is used in the storage strategy of ELM-based model. FL-based
model and ELM-based model are founded on the ElasticChain system, and the ElasticChain
systems are implemented by Fabric v0.6. Fabric v0.6, as the initial implementation method
of the alliance blockchain, has been widely used and studied.

In the three models, the example02.go [36] chaincode is deployed, and 5.39KB of data is
generated and broadcasted after one transaction is confirmed. The block size is set to 100,
and when 2000 transactions are confirmed, the 20 new blocks are saved in storage nodes
according to the duplicate ratio regulation algorithm [6]. Randomly select 10 transactions
for query, and record the query time. When 4, 8 and 16 nodes are established in the three
systems, the time spent in querying a transaction is shown in Figure 5.

We can get the following conclusions from Figure 5.
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When 16 nodes exist in the FL-based model, ELM-based model and ElasticChain model,
the average query time of a transaction in the three systems is much higher than that when
there are four or eight nodes in the systems. However, when there are 4 nodes in the 3 systems,
the transaction query time is almost the same as that of the systemswith 8 nodes. The reason is
that the three systems are implemented based on the ElasticChain model. The duplicate ratio
regulation algorithm is adopted in the ElasticChain models. In our experiment, the minimum
number of copies of a block in the algorithm is set to 8. When the number of nodes in the
systems is less than or equal to 8, each node stores the complete data. When a data query is
executed, it will be performed in the local database. However, when the number of nodes in
the systems is greater than 8, according to the duplicate ratio regulation algorithm, not all
the block data is stored in each node. When a node queries a block data, the target data may
not be stored locally, so it is necessary to issue a query request to other nodes and return the
target data. Communication between nodes takes up a lot of the query time. As a result, the
total query time increases.

When there are 16 nodes in the systems, the average query time of a transaction in the
FL-based model and ELM-based model is lower than that in the ElasticChain model. The
reason is that in the FL-based model and ELM-based model, more features of hot blocks are
considered, and machine learning methods are adopted, so that hot blocks can be found more
accurately and saved locally. Therefore, the query response time is reduced. Meanwhile, the
average query time of a transaction in the FL-based model is slightly higher than that in the
ELM-based model. The reason is that the classification accuracy of Fed-ELM classifier for
hot blocks is slightly lower than that of ELM classifier. Even more remarkably, compared
with the ELM-based model, the feature data of nodes in FL-based model is not sent to other
nodes, and the privacy information of nodes is effectively protected.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the FL-based blockchain storage model to achieve fast query
under the premise of protecting data privacy in the Internet of Things environment, where the
resource-constrained IoT edge nodes store part of blockchain blocks. In the proposed model,
five features of hot blocks are defined: objective feature, historical popularity, potential popu-
larity, storage requirements and training value, and the hot block storage strategy is designed
based on these features. Finally, the experimental results on synthetic data demonstrate the
accuracy and efficiency of the FL-based blockchain storage model.

In the future, IoT nodes in various scenarios will be added to the new model. There may
be differences in the evaluation criteria of hot nodes under different scenarios. Some new
features for evaluating hot nodes need to be added to the model. Meanwhile, the feature
supplementation will not affect the framework of the FL-based blockchain storage model.
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